
2004-06 CBR 1000 RR 

HUGGER  Part # 071083 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Take off standard hugger by removing the 3 Allen bolts holding it in place. 

2. Take off the chainguard by removing the single bolt on top of the swing arm brace. 

3. Take off the front chainguard by carefully unscrewing the plastic screw fixing on top of the 

swing arm and also the bolt at the side behind the foot rest. It may be necessary to remove 

the top Allen bolt holding the foot rest in place and loosen the lower bolt in order to gently 

lower it to give better access to the side bolt. 

4. Carefully slide the pyramid hugger in from the rear over the tyre until more or less in the 

correct position. 

5. Line the rear most hole on the chainguard with the rear most hole in the top of the swing 

arm and loosely attach one m6 by 16mm bolt with washer. 

6. Next loosely insert the original bolt from the left hand side of the hugger in through the 

recessed hole in the pyramid hugger. 

7. Lastly on this side loosely insert one m6 x 16mm Allen bolt in through the front chainguard 

hole on the hugger. 

8. Then insert the m5 x 20 bolt in the other side making sure to place the brake cable bracket 

underneath the hugger arm and the remaining m6 washer in between the bracket and the 

underside of the hugger arm. 

9. Fully tighten all of the bolts starting with the centre hole on the chainguard side. The 

recessed area will help act as a locator for positioning. 

10. Finally insert the m5 x 10 mm bolt in the central hole on top of the swing arm which is now 

unused to prevent dirt and road debris damaging the threads and also replace the plastic 

screw fixing from the front chainguard top back in this hole. 

11. REMEMBER TO RE-ATTACH YOUR FOOT REST AND TIGHTEN SECURELY!! 

12. Your hugger is now ready for use 

Kit contents: 

1 x Hugger, 

2 x m6 x 16mm Allen bolts CBOL0251 

1 x m5 x 20mm Allen bolt CBOL0115 

1 x m5 x 12mm Allen bolt CBOL0110 

1 x m5 washer   CWAS0100 

2 x m6 washers  CWAS0221 

 

 

 


